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FOREWORD

YOu may have heard recently the phrase, "Now that we have achieved

education for all, let us seek education for each." We certainly have

nearly achieved education for all, and we have it within our power to

achieve education for each, but to do so we must change markedly in the

next decade and constantly examine new avenues which seem to offtrreal-

istic improvements for the teaching-learning process.

This monograph series is designed to set forth what is the most

enlightened thought in the field. New ideas will be presented with

the hope that some implementaiion will follow.

While we will not be advocating any one specific course or another,

we believe it to be necessary' tm give currency to new and viable solu-,-

tions to someortht. problems that face us in today's complex world.

Educators will not find specific recipes to educational proolems in this

brief paper, but it is hoped that they will tindaleaningfUl. and useful

ideas, directions, and procedures. From this point of view,--practicing

educators, and ethers, shmuld find the information contained in the

educationalmonographs of considerable value and assistance. How well

we acconipliehrhir purposes will eventuallyale for our children to witness

er censure,

J. Francis Rummel
Dean, School of Education
University of Montana
Missoula, Montana
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SCHEDULING

Flexible scheduling has become,a very popular term throughout the

field of education, and in'''SoMe instances has been used interchangeably

with: modular scheduling, flexible modular scheduling, flexible programming,

variabl,! scheduling, individualized instruction, and other "in" terminology.

AcYording to Manlove and Beggs, "Flexible implies variability,

fluidity; schedule Implies uniformity, regularity, stability. "1

This definition further illustrates a pressing need -in educatinn that

clearly defining terminology which will enhance communication and,

subsequently, implementation of instructional programs. Regardless of

the name(s) individually or group assigned to the many techniques of

scheduling, it would appear that a compromise of at least four elements

is involved. These four elements are: 1) providing an individualized

educational program for each student, 2) utilizing available facilities,

3) utilizing available staff, and 4) capitalizing on staff competencies

(individual and group).

The major function of a schedule is to implement an instructional

program; therefore, it does not begin nor end with the physical

manipulation of time tables. The schedule includes an overall sequence

involving planning, organizing, implementing, and evaluating by all

persons directly and/or indirectly affected by the total process.

/Donald C. Manlove, and David W. Beggs III, Flexible Scheduling,
Bold New Venture (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1965), p. 22.
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Structure and rigidity are.often used syrionomously when actually

there is a distinct difference between the two words when they are used

with reference to scheduling. The more highly structured a schedule

is, the more flexible it becomes because of the increased number of

alternatives that are available to the participarts. A flexible schedule

offers many alternatives and increased provisions for variation within

the framework of the master schedule, whereas, a rigid schedule offers

few or no alternatives, and limited opportunity for change.

Definitions and explanations of many of the current schedules

refer to the length of time modules as well as the total number of

modules available for scheduling. Combinations of available modules

constitute an individual student's' timetable.

,y definition, a time module is generally considered to ie the

basic building block of time included in a schedule. Usually the schedule

consists of multiples of this basic building block of time arranged

to provide for long periods of time, short periods of time, and non-

scheduled time. A time Module may be of any determined. length including

traditional schedule time allotments typically ranging from 45 to 60

minutes. Recent discussions of so-called flexible - modular schedules

usually include time allotments ranging from 15 to 30 minutes in

length. Each of these individual time allotments way represent the

shortest time period which is desirable for a particidar facet of the

instructional program.
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VARIABLE SCHEDULE

CONCEPTUAL SCIATMATIC OF TIME 1,,,ODULES

Time Modules--Traditional Schedule,
(Length designated by minutes)

3o I

_J

20
L _

15

Time Modules--Modular Schedule,
(Length designated by minutes)

15

Many of the current "flexible modular schedules" are actually variable

schedules. A variable schedule may require alteration of the master

schedule structure. Typical examples of variable schedules are block

schedules, rotating schedules, floating period schedules, varied period

schedules, and modular schedules. A variable schedule may make allowances

for needed time allotments according to the dictates of specific instruc-

tional programs. Instructional periods may be shortened or lengthened

according to need, for example, laboratory type.cla0Ses may find it

desirable to meet for extended periods less often than daily. The variable

schedule will also prOyide a change of pace for both students and staff

members in that thesame class will not meet at the same time five days
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per week. Additional opportunities are available with the variable schedule

to provide

(See Sample

one period

Monday

1

2

3

Lunch

4 -

5

for supervised study perind.s,

Sch-dules 1, 2, 3, and L

Of time to be used as desired

as well as activity periods.

The rotating schedules allow fol

throughout the daily schedule.

SAMPLE SCHEDULE 1.

ROTATING PERIODS*

(Complete cycle may require several weeks)

Tuesday

6

1

2

Lunch

3

4

Wednesday

5

6

1

,.Lunch

.2

3

Thursday

4

5

6

Lunch

1

Friday

3

4

5

Lunch

6

2 1

*Any one of these periods could be,two periods in length
due to the time saved in dropping one period per day, or
the period saved could be equally shared by two periods.
These periods would, of course, also rotate.

Monday

1

3

Lunch

SAMPLE SCHEDULE 2.

'ROTATING PERIODS

(Complete cycle may require several weeks)

Tuesday

7

2

Lunch

3

Wednesday

6

7

1

Lunch

2

5. 4 3

6 5 14

Thursday

5

6

7

Lunch

1

2

3

Friday

4

5

..6

Lunch

7

1

2

tiJ
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SAMPLE SCHEDULE 3.

VARIABLE PERIOD

(Note differences

Monday Tuesday

in length of P.M. classes)

Wednesday Thursday Friday

8:30 En, Tng Eng Eng Eng
9:30 Math Math Math Math Math

10:30 Soc Stud Soc Stud Soc Stud Soc Stud Soc Stud
11:30 Typing Typing Typing Typing Typing
12:00 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lhnch . Lunch
12:45 PE Art PE Art PE
2:15 Sce Music Sci Music Sci
3:45 DISSMISSAL

SAMPLE SCHEDULE 4.

VARIABLE BLOCK - HOMEBASE TEACHER-- 25 STUDENTS
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

8:30 LANGUAGE ARTS, SOCIAL STUDIES, GENERAL ART AND GENERAL MUSIC
MEET IN THREE HOUR HUMANITIES BLOCK

11:30 PE HE PE HE PE
12:30 .Lunch Lurch Lunch Lunch Lunch
1:00 IA IA IA IA IA
2:00 Math Math Math Math iiath

3:00 Sci Sci Sci Sci Sci
4:00 DISMISSAL

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING

A flexible schedule does not require alteration of the master

schedule; but does permit changes within the overall schedule structure

which will benefit the instructional program. A flexible schedule is

designed to provide desired time allotments for specific or general

subject fields to be covered by staff members who possess knowledge, -

skill, and competence in assigned areas. Whereas a major contribution
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of a variable schedule is to provide variety, the flexible schedule

provides flexibility of time; puce, and resources. The basic design

of this syheduIC is patterned after the Pontoon Schedule developed by

Dr-William Ocorgiades, Director of the Center for Excellence in Education,

University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California. (See Sample

Schedule 5).

SAMPLE SCHEDULE 5.

FLEXIBLE BLOCK

Monday Tuesday Wed:lesday Thursday Friday

8:30 LANGUAGE ARTS, SOCIAL STUDIES, ART, AND MUSIC MEET IN THREE HOUR
HUMANITIES BLOCK

(130 students, 4 tea hers, and 1 aide)

11:30 PE HE PE HE PE
12:30 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch
1:00 IA Math Students go to - JMath Math
2:00 IA Sci Instructional Stations Sci IA
3:00 Math Sci of need or Sci IA
4:00 DISMISSAL . interest

MPULA.R. SCI-11',DULE

In a gcneral sense, a traditional schedule of assigned time blocks

or modules may be considered a module_ schedule. Usually, however, smaller

blocks of time typically ranging from 15 to 30 minutes constitute a

modern modular schedule. The time module representing the basic, buildt,g

block of time is generally used in multiples according to the dictates

of the instructional program. (See Sample Schedule-6).
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FLEXIBLE NODULAR SCHEDULE

A popular term for recent changes in scheduling, primarily at the

secondary level; is flexible-modular-scheduling. Flexible implies

that it in changeable according to the needs, and modular indicates that

small blocks of time are to be used to implement the program for each

individual student as well as for the staff members. Typically, a

flexible-modular-schedule is determined on a semester or academic year

basis with a schedule cycle usually being of one or two weeks duration,

Once this cycle has been determined the so-called flexible modular

schedule can, and often does, become just as rigid as the traditional

schedule which educators have been tryiwg to modify. It may be that the

so-callea flexible modular schedule in reality is a variable senedule,

with variety being confused with flexibility. (See Sample Schedule 6).

SAMPLE SCHEDULE 6.

a
FLEXIBLE MODULAR SCHEDULE Assuming 20 minute Modules - One Week Cycle -
BIOLOGY - 90 students, minimum of 270 minutes of instruction (80 minutes
Large group, 80 minutes small group, and each student is responsible for
a minimum of 110 minutes of open lab work).

MODULE TIME Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

1 8:40 - LG 0 SG F 0
2 9:00 LG P SG F P

3 9:20 E E
14 9:4C N SG E N

5 10:00 SG A SG E
6 10:20 SG A L L
7 10:40 SG B A SG D -__-- A
'8 11:00" SG B B SG D B

9 11:20 SG C S

10 '11:40 SG C
11 12:00 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch
12 12:20 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch
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13 12:40 SG D SG C 0 LG
14 1:00 SG D 0 SG C P LG
15 1.20 SG E P E
16 1:40 CC, t E SG B 1
17 2:00 N SG B
18 2:20 L
19 2:1t0 L SG A A
20
21

3:00
3:20

SG Y
SG F

A
B

SG A B
S

FL.MCIBLE PROGRU'24ING
4

8

An outgrowth of the movement to individualize instruction is flexible

13.7cgramming, whereby a limited amount of time is scheduled or a cyclic

basis for each of the b-sic core subj' "ts. For example, social studies

may be required for each student one time during a week's schedule; math,

English, and science,may be scheduled for one required session each week,

also. The remainder of the week (all non-scheduled time) 1.8 devcted to:

1) independent study work, 2) group work, 3) formal and informal inquiry

groups, or 4) individual help sessions for the students. Flexible pro-

gramming incorporates and promotes the practice of education by appointment

on latimich4lized basis, emphasizing continuous progress. (See S410Ple

Schedule 7).

ith
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SAMPLE SCHEDULE 7.

FLEXIBLE PROGRAMMING Non - scheduled) time is for "Education By Appointrert.

TINE , Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friiay

8:30 Eng or Stud
9:00 Eng Non No Soc Stud Non
9:30 Scheduled Scheduled Scheduled

10:00 Non . 1 Time Time .Non Time,
10:30 Scheduled Scheduled
11:00 Time Tin,:

11:30
12:00 , . Lunch Lunch Lunch . Lunch Lunch
12:0 Lunch Lunch LUnch Lunch Lunch
1:00 . Non , Math
'1:30 Scheduled Nun Non Math
2:00 Time Scheduled Schedulid Non
2:30 'Time Time Scheduled
3:00 ° Science Time
3:30 Science
4:00 DISMISSAL

Non-scheduled time does not indicate complete freedom for staff

nor students. Staff and student accountability are, vital ingredients

in a successful educational program. The staff must be available to

guide,toordinate, and direct the instiAictionai processes, end the

students must have the opportunities to work and study in many environ-

ments'4under staff supervision.

TRADITIONAL SCHEDULE

The traditional schedule is usually determined by tne Carnegie unit

of credit which assumes that each subject :,-equires the same amount of

time for all students, and that each stibject included in the curriculum

deserves and requires an equal amount of time. After accepting the, above

false assumptions, educators have further assumed that the same type of

4
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presentations utilizing the same facilities and the same materials for

all students in class grcupings usually ranging from 25 to 30 students

per class provides optimum education. Twenty-five to 30 students is

probably too small for large group instruction and too large for small

group work.

Historically, various schedules have developed inclUding the tra-

ditiorka five by five schedule whereby each student takes five classes

with each class meeting fiVe days per week, (See Sample Schedule 8);

or the popular six by five-schedule which permits students to take six

courses five days per week. (See Sample Schedule 8 - substitute music

for study hall). -Pbdifications of the traditional schedule include block

scheduling (See Sample Schedules 4 and 5) whereby a block of time is

assigned to one or more subject fields for the students and may be

taught by one or more teachers. Back to back scheduling (See Sample,

Schedule 9,) is another variation of the traditional schedule, whereby

two classes of students who are taking two specified courses are assigned

to the same time slot(s)(sometimes two periods) in the schedule. For

example, students enrolled in American History and American Literature

may be assigned to second (or second and third) p3eriod(s) each day in

adjoining instructional spaces. The instructors have the opportunity to

meet with the total group of students, with the individual classes, and

to correlate American Literature with American History so that the re-

lationships between the two subject field8 will be more readily. apparent.



For 6X

TIME Monday

8:30
9:30
10:30
1:30
12:00
12:30
1:30
2:30
3:30

Eng
Math

Study Hall
Homeroom

Lunch
Soc Stud
Science
PE

DISMISSAL

PERIOD Monday

1 Science

2 American
Literature

3 American
History-

4

5

SUMMARY

Lunch

Math

PE

Art

SAMPLE SCHEDULE 8.

Traditional 5 X 5 and.6 X,5.
5, Replace Study Hall with a

Tuesday

Eng
Math

Study Hall
Homeroom

Lunch
Spc Stud
Science
PE

Wednesday

EnG
Math

Study Hall
Homeroom

Lunch
Soc Stud
Science
PE

course.

Thursday

Eng
Math

Study Hall
Home rcAm

Lunch
Soc Stud
Science

PE

11

Friday

Eng
Math

Study Hall
Homeroom

Lunch
Soc Stud
Science

PE

SAMPLE SCHEDULE 9.

BACK TO BACK SCHEDULE

-latesday

Science

American
Literature
Aberican
History

Lunch,

Aath

PE

.Art

Wednesday

Science

American
Literature
American
History

.Lunch

Math

PE.

Art

Thursday

Science

AmeriCan
Literature
American
History

Lunch

Math

PE

Art

Friday

Science

American
Literature
American
History

Progressive steps should be taken in implementing tiZe tables

designed to assist in scheduling instructional programs.

Lunch

Math

PE

Art

It should-

be recognized that most programs and schedules are transitional.
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Lloyd Trump, in his model school plan, emphasizes that schedules

do not need to be made by computers, that students and teachers should

construct the schedule which is determined by their individual needs.

His current plan most closely resembles the sample schedule number 7

in this paper.

It must be reiterated that developing a flexible schedule is not

an educational panacea, nor is it apt to be successful until after

operational modification. Initially it necessitates more work on this

part of student and teacher, but uTAimately offers an opportunity to

enrich the teaching-learning process to the point where responsibility

for learning is not the sole property of the teacher but is shared in

increasing amounts by the student who pursues an eduCational plan best

suited to his individua] needs and abilities.

Even though a schedule may force change, it would be viewed as a

vehicle to assist the implementation of an ever changing curriculum,

and not as an end product in itself: The schedule will probably- never

be perfect; however, if flexibl:leople implement flexible scheduling,

the probabilities of individualizing instruction are enhanced.


